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My color reduction woodcuts celebrate the magical moments of my life.  I strive to capture the 

truth and beauty of my subjects.  Some images deal with a particular feeling or emotion I have 

toward my immediate environment.  Resonant Reflections and Manzoku are close up views 

of my water garden.   

I have always been especially attracted to water, seeking it out for its restorative powers.  

Water represents a powerful life giving force -- a source of replenishment, rejuvenation or 

rebirth.  Some woodcuts involve a close up view of an underwater world.  Too Cute to Eat 

recalls a scuba diving experience.  My love of water aerobics (which I have been teaching for 

twelve years) turned into the underwater view, Lovely Legs. 

My travels have inspired several prints.  Likeness of Being is of a Florida heron and his 

reflection in the water.  A trip to Thailand and an interest in Buddhism as well as contemporary 

Theology evolved into Sab pan yu. 

Taking a break from my figurative woodcuts with up to 21 runs thru the press (Sab pan yu), 

my recent prints are more non-objective.  This new direction is the converging of line, shape, 

color and texture in an ambiguous space with whispers of landscape.  I have been striving to 

pack as much color as possible in the fewest runs using blended or split font rolls of transparent 

inks – a Confluence of Color. 

The Pluvious and Dianoia series, Lisière, Inception and Synergy are monoprints.  Summer 

Soleil, my newest print, is the essence of summer.  Breaking, Luna Sea, Noumena and 

Nascent express my concern for our environmental crisis as it affects our oceans and 

waterways.  Anima Mundi (soul of the world), my “Stay at Home” print, was completed while 

sheltering in place this year.  I can’t help but think Mother Earth is getting even, with this 

pandemic, for all of humanity’s abuses.  See more work at www.cathiecrawford.com 

 

http://www.cathiecrawford.com/

